M.A. Thesis:
The relationship between parenting styles and emotional intelligence and adaptability parents of high school students in Nishapur City

The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between parenting parenting styles with emotional intelligence and adaptation of high school students in Neyshabur city. - ???? This research is a fundamental research in terms of the purpose and in terms of research
method is descriptive and correlation. The research instrument consisted of three questionnaires of Bamirand's parenting styles, Shoot Emotional Intelligence, and a high school students' adjustment adjustment questionnaire. The statistical population of the study included all high school students - In the city of Neyshabur, whose number was ???? People have been In this research, stratified random sampling method was used for sampling. There is a relationship between parenting parenting styles with emotional intelligence and student compatibility. The results of the study showed that? / ?? And the error level is smaller than? / ?? There is a relationship between parenting parenting styles with emotional intelligence and adaptation in high school students. Also with confidence? / ?? And the error level is smaller than? / ?? There is a relationship between parenting exercises with emotional intelligence in high school students and with confidence? / ?? And the lower level of error? / ?? There is a relationship between parenting parenting styles and adaptation in high school students